For your best night’s sleep
feel comfort, feel support, feel TEMPUR ®
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Introduction

The TEMPUR® Difference

Outstanding Comfort and
Support

Feel Weightless
At TEMPUR® we believe that whatever
your shape, size or age, your mattress
should contour to the unique shape
of your body, and not the other way
around.
That’s why we have a range of
mattresses and pillows, to give you
the personalised support you need
while you sleep. With the help of our
TEMPUR Sales Consultants at your local
showroom, we encourage you to test
our products and let your body decide.
We believe that with our innovative
sleep technology, all you’ll feel is
weightless.

Once you have slept on a TEMPUR®
mattress and pillow, you realise
there is no comparison. The TEMPUR
temperature-sensitive material
conforms to the exact shape of your
body. It reduces the discomfort caused
by pressure points by redistributing
pressure so you can immediately
relax into your most comfortable
sleeping position and remain there
fully supported. It is this balance of
outstanding comfort and support
that has earned TEMPUR a number
one ranking for ‘overall customer
satisfaction’ and ‘overall quality
of sleep’ in each of 13 countries
surveyed*.
Ordinary spring
mattresses can cause
unnatural sleeping
positions and pressure
resulting in numbness
and discomfort.

*The findings are based on interviews with over 1300 TEMPUR mattress owners in 13 European countries (Austria,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, The Netherlands and Belgium, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Spain, Switzerland and
the UK) and the percentages and average number of recommendations recorded are high in each country but not
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identical.
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Introduction

4 Steps to your
best night’s sleep
TEMPUR is not just about being able to
sleep on a great mattress, it is also about
enjoying the perfect sleep experience and
designing a solution that complements
your bedroom style. Your ideal TEMPUR
bed includes four key elements.
®

1

Mattress
selection

2

Pillow
Choice

3

Bed Frame
Design

4

Bed Base
Options
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The mattress is the most influential factor
in determining whether you are comfortably
supported at night. As sleeping well is
essential for your health and wellbeing,
it is important to invest in a good quality
mattress that offers the comfort and
support that you need. TEMPUR® offers
a wide range of mattresses with different
comfort feels and features, all of which
offer superior TEMPUR support. To discover
which mattress suits you best, try them
out for yourself at a store near you.
A good pillow that properly supports your
head and neck in a comfortable position
is vital to enjoy your best night’s sleep.
Review the wide selection of TEMPUR
pillows and discover how the various
shapes, feels and styles suit different
needs and sleep positions.

The Bed Frame is the component that
ultimately determines how your bed
looks in your room. TEMPUR Bed Frames
come in a range of styles and colours
to complement your bedroom. Each is
constructed using high quality materials
and wear-resistant fabrics.

A quality Adjustable can boost the
durability and ventilation of your mattress.
When selecting a Bed Base consider which
features are important to you. Adjustable
models make it easy to read and watch TV
in bed, or raise tired legs to lie or sit more
comfortably. For the ultimate in relaxation,
consider adding features like a massage
unit to your Bed Base.
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Mattress Collections

Trusted Results and
Dependable Quality
TEMPUR® products are recognised by
experts and sleep centres worldwide for the
comfort and superior support they provide.
Satisfied customers also report that these
products have provided comfort when
suffering with back, joint and neck problems,
as well as sleep difficulties. TEMPUR material
is produced solely in company owned
production facilities where the products are
developed and tested to ensure the highest
standards of quality and are all supported
by a comprehensive warranty.

®

TEMPUR Mattress Collections
Choose your perfect fit

Maintaining a TEMPUR®
mattress is easy
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Original

Cloud

Sensation

A supportive, firmer feel

A supportive, softer feel

The TEMPUR material was originally
developed by NASA to relieve the
pressure experienced by astronauts
during lift off. It is these pressure
relieving qualities which provide the
core benefits of a TEMPUR Original
Mattress – outstanding comfort and
support, with a firmer feel.

The TEMPUR Cloud Mattress
Collection offers an innovative
balance of softness and support.
It combines the unique TEMPUR
material with a softer, comfort
layer for a feeling of instant
weightless relaxation.

For support and easy
movement
The TEMPUR Sensation Mattress
Collection provides the familiar
feel of a traditional spring mattress
combined with the amazing
comfort and support of TEMPUR. All
mattresses in this collection have a
specially cut, durable base
layer for a more traditional feel.

Thanks to the permanent memory of the
TEMPUR material, the mattress will return to
its original shape every time. As a result, the
mattress does not require flipping or turning.
The TEMPUR material is hypo allergenic,
containing no commonly known allergens.
Cover fabrics are certified to meet Oeko-Tex®
100 standards, which means that they have
been tested for harmful substances, and
many covers can also be easily removed for
washing.
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Original mattress collection

TEMPUR Original
Mattress Collection
®

TEMPUR® Original 15, 19
The TEMPUR Original Mattress Collection delivers the core benefits of TEMPUR material outstanding comfort and support for the whole body - with a firmer feel.
15

19

7 cm

8 cm

TEMPUR Support layer

8 cm

11 cm

Durable Base

SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE

TEMPUR
comfort
and support
with a
firmer feel

Experience where it all started. The TEMPUR Original Collection
is all about the core benefits that got TEMPUR noticed around
the world. Space technology allows you to enjoy weightless
comfort and support for the whole body.

Perfect for those who prefer sleeping on a mattress with a firmer feel, the
mattresses within this collection come in a variety of heights and with a range
of features. TEMPUR Original Mattresses can be used on our range of
adjustable Bed Bases.

TEMPUR® Original 21, 25
The TEMPUR Original offers the key benefits of TEMPUR
material, outstanding comfort and support. It has a stylish design and the cover can be
conveniently removed for washing.
21

COMFORT LAYER

25

2 cm

3 cm

TEMPUR Comfort layer

8 cm

9 cm

TEMPUR Support layer

11 cm

2 x 6.5 cm Durable base

SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE

TEMPUR® Original Celebrity 31

The Original Supreme has a generous TEMPUR pillow top which gently cradles your body in
luxurious comfort for your best night’s sleep. It has a deep pillow top TEMPUR comfort layer
for a luxurious cushioned feeling.
31
5 cm

Quilted pillow topper comfort layer

15 cm

TEMPUR Support layer

11 cm

Durable dual layer base

COMFORT LAYER
SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE
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Cloud mattress collection

TEMPUR Cloud
Mattress Collection
®

TEMPUR® Cloud 21

As the height of the TEMPUR Cloud Mattress increases, so does its softness. The cover can be
easily removed for washing.

21
5 cm

TEMPUR ES comfort layer

5 cm

TEMPUR Support layer

11 cm

Durable base

ES COMFORT LAYER
SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE

TEMPUR
comfort
and support
with a
softer feel
The TEMPUR Cloud Collection is for those who desire superior
support, but enjoy sleeping on a mattress with a softer feel.
The top comfort layer of this mattress is made of a specially
developed TEMPUR ES Extra Soft™ material for a feeling
of instant weightless relaxation.

TEMPUR® Cloud 25

As the height of the TEMPUR Cloud Mattress increases, so does its softness. The cover can be
easily removed for washing.

25
7 cm

TEMPUR ES comfort layer

7 cm

TEMPUR Support layer

11 cm

Durable base

ES COMFORT LAYER
SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE

This works in perfect harmony with the TEMPUR support layer to deliver the
comfort, support and durability that you expect from TEMPUR, with
a softer feel. A matching TEMPUR Comfort Pillow made of TEMPUR ES material
is also available to complete the look and feel. TEMPUR Cloud Mattresses can be
used on our range of adjustable Bed Bases.
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Sensation mattress collection

TEMPUR Sensation
Mattress Collection
®

TEMPUR® Sensation 19

This mattress combines the unique support and comfort of TEMPUR material
with the sensation and easy movement of a traditional spring mattress.

19
5 cm

TEMPUR Comfort layer

14 cm

Durable base

COMFORT LAYER

TEMPUR
comfort and
support that
allows easier
movement
If you want the weightless comfort of TEMPUR but enjoy the
feel of a traditional spring mattress, then the TEMPUR Sensation
Collection is perfect for you.

DURABLE BASE

TEMPUR® Sensation 21, 25

An innovative mattress that combines the easy movement of a traditional spring mattress
with TEMPUR support. A profiled base layer ensures support while a layer of TEMPUR HM High
Mobility© material guarantees ease of movement.

COMFORT LAYER
HM SUPPORT LAYER

21

25

2 cm

2 cm

5 cm

5 cm

TEMPUR HM Support Layer

14 cm

14 cm

Durable base

-

4 cm

Supporting base layer

TEMPUR Comfort layer

DURABLE BASE
SUPPORT BASE

A specially cut, durable base provides the familiar ease of movement of a
spring mattress, while a well balanced combination of TEMPUR materials
ensures comfort and support for a restful sleep. A matching TEMPUR Comfort
Pillow has been designed to complement the look of the TEMPUR Sensation
Mattress Collection. TEMPUR Sensation Mattresses can be used on our range of
adjustable Bed Bases.

TEMPUR® Sensation Deluxe 27

An innovative mattress that combines the easy movement of a traditional spring mattress
with TEMPUR support. A profiled base layer ensures support while a layer of TEMPUR HM High
Mobility© material guarantees ease of movement.
27

QUILTED COVER
COMFORT LAYER
HM SUPPORT LAYER
DURABLE BASE

1.5 cm

TEMPUR Quilted Cover

5 cm

TEMPUR Comfort layer

5.5 cm

TEMPUR HM Support layer

11 cm

Durable base

4 cm

Supporting base layer

SUPPORT BASE
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Adjustable Bed Bases

Pillows

TEMPUR Adjustable Choose your perfect
®
TEMPUR pillow
®

Head zone

Shoulder zone

Foot zone

For this sensitive area
of the body the flexible
plates are softer.

The flexible plates
are more rigid,
providing additional
support.

Firm, supportive
flexible plates are
used in this area.

TEMPUR
Adjustables
feature flexible
adjustable
plates

Back zone
The flexible plates
have a medium
level of firmness.

Combine a high quality adjustable with
your TEMPUR mattress to fully enjoy the superb comfort and support it provides.
The TEMPUR Flex adjustable has flexible plates made with an open honeycomb
structure for better ventilation.

Complement your TEMPUR mattress
with a pillow from our collection
We offer Traditional Comfort and
Ergonomic Support pillows depending
on your preferences and sleep
position. All offer the outstanding
comfort and support of the TEMPUR
material but each uses distinctive
technology and special features
to match your sleep preference.
The best way to find out which
is right for you is to try them
and let your body decide.
We have two pillow collections

Traditional

Ergonomic

TEMPUR® Flex 2000 – 2 Motor
The two motors deliver continuous variable adjustment for the back and legs.
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Pillows
Ergonomic

Traditional

TEMPUR® Original Pillow

This pillow conforms to your natural curve supporting your
head, neck and shoulders to help align your spine when
sleeping on your side.

TEMPUR® Symphony Pillow

The TEMPUR Symphony pillow features a two-pillow-in-one
design. One side allows the shoulder to fit below the pillow,
making it comfortable when sleeping on your side, while
the other side is gently arched to support your head and
neck when sleeping on your back.

TEMPUR® Sonata Pillow

The curved shape of this pillow ensures that your head
is supported if you sleep in the foetal position with your
chin close to your chest. The pillow also continually supports
your head as you move from one side to the other during
the night.

TEMPUR® Traditional Pillow

The TEMPUR® Traditional pillow has a huggable feel and can
be easily shaped for comfortable support. Available in soft,
medium and firm, simply choose the pillow that suits you
best.

TEMPUR® Breeze Pillow

The Breeze pillow is made with TEMPUR Climate
Material™ with an open structured 3D sleeve and
vented sides to help manage the micro-climate around
your head and neck, taking away moisture, giving you
the sensation of sleeping cooler.
Visit our showrooms for our full range

TEMPUR® Ombracio Pillow

The special design of this pillow with indentations at
the sides allows easy breathing when sleeping on your
stomach. The shape, material and cover of the pillow have
been designed for better ventilation and comfort.

TEMPUR® Millenium Pillow

This pillow features a curved edge, slightly tilted forwards to
provide support and cradle your neck for outstanding
comfort when you sleep on your back.
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Home & Travel

Tempur® Leg Spacer

Recommended for use between your legs or under your ankles to relieve
pressure and enable you to sit or lie more comfortably.

TEMPUR
Home & Travel
®

Tempur® Bed Back Support

Used on an ordinary mattress, the Bed Back Support by Tempur® offers
support for the lower back and improved comfort for people with back
strain and for pregnant women.

Tempur® Multi Pillow

This pillow is designed for multi-purpose use to support and relieve
different areas of the body from pressure and discomfort. Ideal for
pregnant women.

Tempur® Transit Pillow

Supports the neck and head gently allowing you to sleep more
comfortably when travelling.

Tempur® Universal Pillow

A semi-circular pillow for all-round use when you need extra support. Ideal
for use under the knees, arms, ankles, the lumbar region or the neck.

Tempur® Transit Lumbar Support

A handy lumbar support for use while travelling or at home.
Simply place it between the chair and your back in your
preferred sitting position.

Tempur® Travel Pillow

Take your favourite pillow with you when you are away from home
- it has the same shape and function as the Original Pillow by
Tempur®, but is half the width. This pillow is supplied with a travel
bag which compresses the volume 70% when packed.

Tempur® Car Comforter

Specially developed to use on a car seat to offer the ultimate in
car comfort. The adjustable lumbar support can be positioned to
comfortably support your back, or it can be removed if you prefer
to use just the TEMPUR comfort layer on your seat.

Tempur® Travel Set

Offers a portable sleep system for all those who can not
leave home without their TEMPUR mattress and pillow. This
light weight set consists of a travel topper and a travel pillow
packed into a convenient carrier bag on wheels.

Tempur® Lumbar Support

The anatomical shape, the variable height adjustments and the
supportive properties of the TEMPUR material combine to ensure that it
fits comfortably to the curve of your spine for optimum support.
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Linen

TEMPUR-FIT™ Pillowcase and Fitted Sheet
Made of 100% MAKO Cotton, the fine yarn and close-meshed knitting of this
sheet and pillowcase make these products soft to the touch and give them
an elasticity that ensures a perfect fit. The pillowcases come in a range of
shapes to fit various TEMPUR pillows and can be washed and tumble dried.

TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector

Waterproof and breathable, the TEMPUR-FIT™ Mattress Protector consists of
natural fibres, which are breathable and absorbent. The protector features an
‘intelligent membrane’ that prevents the mattress from getting wet and is one of
the thinnest of its type available on the market.

TEMPUR-FIT™ Quilt Classic - Light

Using new technology, these quilts can help your body maintain an
optimum temperature by reducing heat and perspiration to give you a
more relaxed and comfortable sleep. The quilt shells and filling have our
unique SPACE technology FRESH treatment, which is based on natural
Neem Oil, providing a highly active antimicrobial treatment that is 100%
natural and helps to keep your bedding clean and fresh.
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The Fitted Sheet
Description							

Size

75x200 (mattress height: 7-17/ 20-25cm) 		

80x200cm

90x200 (mattress height: 7-17/ 20-25cm)

90x200cm

150x200 (mattress height: 7-17/ 20-25cm)

140x200cm

180x200 (mattress height: 7-17/ 20-25cm)

180x200cm

TEMPUR® WARRANTY
AND WASHING DETAILS

The warranty only applies when the
TEMPUR product has been bought
from an authorised TEMPUR stockist and
the warranty form has been registered.
See za.tempur.com for details.

Products

Warranty
2 years

The Pillow Cases
Description							

Size

The Original Pillow Case 		

Fits All Sizes

The Original Queen Pillow Case

Fits All Sizes

The Travel Pillow Case

Fits All Sizes

The Symphony Pillow Case		

Fits All Sizes

The Sonata Pillow Case

Fits All Sizes

The Ombracio Pillow Case 		

Fits All Sizes

The Tempur-Fit Mattress Protectors
Description							

Size

The Tempur-Fit Mattress Protector F28 		

75x200cm

The Tempur-Fit Mattress Protector F28

90x200cm

The Tempur-Fit Mattress Protector F28			

150x200cm

The Tempur-Fit Mattress Protector F28		

180x200cm

The Tempur-Fit Down Quilt Light
The Tempur-Fit Down Quilt Light
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The TEMPUR® Original Mattress Collection
TEMPUR® Original 15, 19, 21, 25
TEMPUR® Original Celebrity 31

X
X

600 C
Do not wash

The TEMPUR® Cloud Mattress Collection
TEMPUR® Cloud 21, 25

X

400 C

The TEMPUR® Sensation Mattress Collection
TEMPUR® Sensation 19, 21, 25
TEMPUR® Sensation Deluxe 27

X
X

600 C
Do not wash

X
X
X

TEMPUR® Flex Adjustable Bed Base
Remote Control
Massage Unit

X
X

Velour Covers

X

400 / 600 C

X

Do not wash
Do not wash
Do not wash

X
X

600 C

*Limited
0-5 years: Full Warranty, 6-15 years: The warranty is reduced by 1/10 per annum

EASY MAINTENANCE

The Tempur-Fit Quilts
Description							

Cover - washing

TEMPUR® Accessories*
The Car Comforter by Tempur®
The Travel Set by Tempur®
Tempurfit™ Down Quilt

5 years

Washing
15 years*

TEMPUR Pillows

3 years

Size
240x220cm
260x240cm

Everyone wants to sleep in a clean enviroment so unlike most mattresses, where the cover is an
integrated part of the mattress, the cover on most TEMPUR Mattresses as well as the TEMPUR Pillows
can be easily removed to be cleaned or aired. The cover is anti mite treated and the treatment is an
integrated part of the cover. The high density and the permanent memory of the TEMPUR Material
allows it to return to its original shape every time. That is why the TEMPUR Mattress never needs to be
flipped, rotated or turned.
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Tempur Bedford
Shop G3 Ground Floor (entrance 6),
Bedford Centre,
Cnr Smith & Van Der Linde Road,
Bedfordview
Tel: 011 615 1907

Tempur Clearwater
Shop No UN020A,
Clearwater Mall Shopping Centre,
CNR of Hendrik Potgieter & Christiaan De Wet,
Roodepoort
Tel: 011 475 5777

Tempur Design Quarter
Shop 64, Ground Floor,
Design Quarter,
Cnr Leslie Road and William Nicol
Drive, Fourways
Tel: 011 465 4750

Tempur Hyde Park
Shop 35 Middle Mall ,
Hyde Park Corner,
Cnr William Nicol Drive & Jan Smuts
Ave, Hyde Park
Tel: 011 325 5993

Tempur Rosebank
Shop C330,
Mall of Rosebank,
5 Bath Ave,
Rosebank
Tel: 011 880 5948

Tempur Brooklyn
Shop 40, Above the food court,
Design Square,
Cnr Middel & Veale Street,
Brooklyn
Tel: 012 346 3196

Tempur Menlyn
Shop Lf25,
Menlyn Shopping Centre,
Cnr Atterbury & Las Ave,
Menlo Park
Tel: 012 348 4888

Tempur Canal Walk
Shop N78,
Canal Walk Shopping Centre,
Century Boulevard,
Century City
Tel: 021 551 0328

Tempur Cavendish Square
Shop L24 & L25,
Cavendish Square
Dreyer Street
Claremont
Tel: 021 671 6543

Tempur Somerset Mall
Shop 223,
Somerset Mall,
Centenary Drive,
Intersection of N2 & R44
Tel: 021 851 6283

Tempur Crescent
Shop 111,
Umhlanga Ridge
1-3 Sunset Crescent
Umhlanga Ridge Town Centre
Tel: 031 584 8788

TEMPUR® South Africa is a division of Pharmaline Products - www.pharmaline.co.za
For more information visit

za.tempur.com
0861 60 60 60

